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Introduction
Timemaster is timesheet, expenses and project management software for consultants, architects, local
councils and professional services firms. It links your project management with your business processes to
improve your productivity and profitability. Timemaster will provide all your staff with up-to-the minute
information to help them to get on with their jobs.
This document describes the technical capabilities of the three main modules that comprise a typical
Timemaster purchase:


Timemaster core module for timesheets, expenses and mileage



Project management module



Work in Progress (WIP) and invoicing module.

The purpose of this document is to give the reader additional information on the functionality of the system
prior to a demonstration so they can focus in on points of interest during a product demonstration, and to
generally describe the scope and functionality of the system in reasonable detail.

Time recording

WIP &
invoicing

Project
management

Timemaster is an integrated time recording, invoicing and project management system. At the heart of the
database structure are projects and tasks. A project is the main element for booking time against and is
linked to a client. Each project may be split into a series of tasks, to describe how and when the project is to
be delivered and invoiced and also to describe the amount of effort and when it is required.
Therefore you could have the following project structure:
Task

Required By

Hours of Work
Required

Invoice Value

Scoping

31/03/13

20

£2,000

Implementation plan

30/07/13

100

£12,000

Training

31/10/13

50

£8,000
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How Billed?

Time
On completion
Monthly instalments
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The Time Recording part of the system will record the actual cost of each task and therefore the
project overall costs, and the spread of costs, ie which task required the most effort.



The Project Management part will compare the actual costs from timesheet with the target spend
and predict the out-turn profit or loss of the whole project.



The Invoicing part of the system will automate the production and printing of invoices and transfer
the value of invoices to your accounts system.

Software architecture
Timemaster is a well-developed and respected time and expenses product that was first released in 2000 as
a Windows application with a Microsoft SQL Server backend. Since then, Timemaster’s resource planning
functionality has been developed to help organizations manage projects for profitability and its support of
complex flexitime arrangements has been extended. A web front end was added in 2006 and most recently
Timemaster has been offered on a rental basis, hosted for users as a “Software as a Service” (SaaS)
application. The result is a modern architecture and user interface with all the benefits of the rich feature
set of a mature product. The new cloud architecture lends itself well to mobile working, and phone/tablet
apps for time and expense recording are planned.
The .NET powered frontend uses Microsoft Internet Server (IIS) and therefore supports all the latest
versions of popular browsers: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, etc. Users and project managers do
not need to install any client software or browser extensions; they just log into Timemaster from their
browser. Administrators use the Timemaster Windows client for invoicing and a number of one-off
administrative tasks. The database and business logic runs on SQL Server.
Functions carried out in either the browser or the Windows client:











Employee records
Timesheet recording
Expense recording
Absence recording
Timesheet, expense and absence approval
Project creation
Project Management
Resource planning
Fee Scheduling
Reporting

Administrative functions requiring the Windows client:
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Creating static codes (client codes, project types, currency conversions)
Invoice production and administration
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User’s home page in Internet Explorer

Time recording module
The time recording module comprises of an employee database, a projects database and a timesheet
database.

3.1 Staff database
The staff database contains data on all employees within the organization, whether or not they record
timesheets. Key features of the staff database are:






Organised into teams and departments
Single or multi-discipline
Multiple line managers
Multiple hourly rates
Target productivity

Each employee is allocated a unique employee number and login. When a user logs in to the system they
can be restricted not only to what they can view or alter, but also which employee or project data they have
access to. For example, it is advantageous if an employee can only gain access to projects to which they
have some involvement, otherwise it places a greater burden on the approver of the timesheet to sift out
errors.
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3.2 Project database
The project defines the client and is allocated to a project manager for responsibility. A project team can be
individually specified which restricts who can book time to the project. Alternatively the project may be
allocated to a number of resource groups or left open for all to book time.
Projects may be split into tasks for more detailed management of fees and costs. Each task allocated to the
project may be allocated a billing parameter:







Time-charged
Fixed Fee – monthly schedule
Fixed Fee – by percentage completion
Fixed Fee – on completion only
Fixed Fee – manual
Non chargeable

3.3 Timesheets
Time may be recorded in real-time using the clock to start and stop timing, or in a weekly timesheet.
Whichever method is chosen, timesheets are generally viewed and approved using the weekly timesheet
view. Timesheets are copied week to week and users can add or remove lines from their timesheet.

Time may be added by entering into the appropriate day cell or by drilling down on a line to enter additional
information. The drill-down page contains more information such as a comparison against personal and
task targets, and who else is working on the job.
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Timesheets can be approved either by:



By Line Managers approving the whole of the timesheet
By Project Managers approving the lines for their projects

3.4 Expenses
Expense codes can be created for staff expenses, mileage claims and project purchases. Each expense code
may have a unit cost and charge rate, vat code and a flag to determine whether the expense is normally
chargeable or not.
Staff may upload scanned images of their expenses into the database.
Red flagging of staff expenses is designed to ease the burden from approvers of having to check every
expense and should also save the organization money. The system highlights expenses which fall outside
the parameters of allowed expenditure, thus making the approvers job of approving a large number of
expenses a quicker.
The system of red flagging is defined by system administrators who determine the limits within which
expenses are considered reasonable by setting the following parameters.







Maximum allowed value without a receipt by expense category.
Maximum allowed value with a receipt by expense category.
Force additional notes on certain expense categories (such as client entertaining).
Maximum age allowed for an expense.
Mileage claims can be validated against a lookup of standard journeys.
Expenses which are red flagged require a justification reason to be completed (by either the owner or
the approver) before they can be approved.
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Expenses which are red flagged require a justification reason to be completed (by either the owner or the
approver) before they can be approved.




Flagged expenses can be quickly identified
Clicking the magnifying glass icon opens the receipt image in a separate window, a quick check that the
amount tallies and the approved checkbox can be ticked.

Project management module
The project management module of Timemaster provides the facility to split a project into tasks and attach
anticipated start and finish dates, target spends and billing information to each task.

4.1 Target Spend and Dates
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You can define target hours for each task and monitor progress against each task and thus obtain a more
accurate estimate of the cost to complete the whole project. By setting a target cost for each task you will
obtain predicted profit and loss for the project as well as a cash profit/loss based on invoices.
By allocating anticipated start and finish dates as well as an estimate of hours for each task, you can obtain
graphical views of anticipated future workload.
Target costs may be defined by:






Applying a discount or profit margin against the fixed fee
Manually by entering the number of hours to complete
By entering a monthly schedule
By entering a resource plan
By importing a project plan from Microsoft Project

The mix of task start and finish dates and target expenditure for each stage means that predicted costs and
profitability can be reported over time.
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The Target and Costs Schedule shows a monthly breakdown of all expected costs and expected profitability.
The view is available for one service on a project.
A

Section A shows the overall profitability for the service

B

Section B shows the breakdown of the project by task with baseline and total expected
expenditure

C

Section C shows historic costs (from timesheets and expenses)

D

Section D shows expected monthly cost for timesheets, expenses and outsourced fees. A
comparison with monthly income is shown.

4.2 Resource Planning
The Resourcing module in addition provides facilities to allocate individual resources to tasks thereby
building up a more accurate estimate of the work required to complete each task and also providing views
of busy/slack periods for each employee.
Resource planning may be carried out for named staff or role.
Resourcing by role indicates that a resource demand is required but there is no-one available to fulfil that
role (or the person has not yet been identified). This supports the model of a centralised resourcing team
who allocate resources to project managers for their projects.
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View of staff availability and role demand

View of individual resource allocation
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4.3 Reporting
Graphical reports of profitability and expected expenditure against baseline are available.

Income is drawn from monthly schedules or from straight line apportionment of fees between task dates.
Expenditure is drawn from resource plans or schedules, or if neither of those are available, from straight
line apportionment of anticipated spend between task start and finish dates.
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WIP and invoicing module
The WIP and Invoicing module of Timemaster provides automatic invoicing functions. Invoices are
generated from taking the fixed fees due, time-charges and expenses.
The WIP and Invoicing functions are not yet available in the web application; the finance team must use the
Windows application to generate sales invoices.
The charges that Timemaster can invoice are split into three types:
Fixed Fees

A fee is entered for a project or task and invoiced according to either a
percentage claimed or a schedule of amounts and date due.

Time-charges

Timesheets are costed using a charge-out rate.
When the status of the timesheet line is FINALISED, the charge amount for the
timesheet line may be invoiced

Expenses

Expense transactions may be entered either as staff expenses on the timesheet,
or project expenses using a transactional data entry window that accept one
expense item at a time.
When the expense line is approved, the chargeable amount is available for
invoicing.

In all cases, it is anticipated that invoices are generated by Timemaster from transactions entered under the
task, timesheets or expenses functions. Although Timemaster supports the creation of an ad-hoc invoice, it
should later be linked to income generating transactions otherwise Timemaster will attempt to credit the
manually raised invoice.
Functions available are:







Write-off and deferral of potential charges prior to invoicing
Automatic generation of invoices
Printing of invoices on incorporating company logos or stationery
Editing of invoices after production but prior to issue
Credit note production
Export of invoices to accounts packages (Sage and corporate systems)

Throughout this document, the term WIP is used to denote chargeable work in progress, or potential
charges to be invoiced. Timemaster can also produce reports of WIP from the Accounting point of view, for
example work earned but not billed, or prepayments received but not yet earned. This is done by drawing
on the targeting features of Timemaster to estimate the amount of work actually achieved compared to the
value invoiced.
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5.1

WIP folder

The Work in Progress folder shows all chargeable amounts due to be invoiced. Amounts to be included are
date driven. That is it may be April in real-time but you are invoicing March’s time and expenses. The dates
that are checked are:



Timesheet and expense dates
Schedule dates or effective date of percentage completions

The WIP folder shows a one line summary of charges for each project, with a more detailed view showing
the make-up behind the project total using a split screen.
This view provides the following functions:






Email a spreadsheet to project managers containing the charges on each of their projects for
approval
Editing WIP value in order to defer a charge to the next month
Editing WIP value in order to write-off or change an amount (you can change the number of hours,
charge rate or total amount)
Generate an invoice as a real or practice run
Drill-down to the individual timesheet lines that make up the WIP value.
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5.2 Capping charges for a project
Charges for a project may be capped either at the project level or at the task level.
The difference between setting time-charge limits at the task level and an overall invoice limit for a project
is that time-charge limits automatically write off time whilst the invoice limit warns you if the limit is going
to be exceeded so you can take appropriate action. The project limit takes into account all charges whereas
the time-charge limits only take into account time-charges on the task or service on which they have been
set.
The project invoicing limit is shown in the WIP folder and a warning is given if potential charges exceed the
limit.
Time-charge limits which have been exceeded show in the WIP folder in the write-off column. Increasing the
time-charge limit will re-instate the written off amount.

5.3 Invoices
Invoices may be generated either in a batch for example, at the end of a period, or on a more ad-hoc basis
for one off invoices. Once generated invoices appear in the invoices folder from whence they may be edited,
printed and exported to accounts packages.
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Each invoice goes through a number of statuses:
Draft

Amendments to text and invoiced values may be made

Approved

The invoice may not be further edited

Exported

The invoice has been exported to the accounts system

Invoices are printed using standard Timemaster reports written using Crystal Reports. A number of invoice
print layouts are provided with Timemaster. These have been added to over time to provide a library of
invoice layouts suited to different methods of charging. For example, some print charges by grade of staff
which others list employee names or just total hours. In most cases we are happy to provide a customised
layout so you can print the invoices straight from Timemaster complete with your company logo.
Once invoices have been approved they may be exported to external accounting systems such as Sage.
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